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AmiCorti International Film Festival: An Italian 2lm
festival with Greek "air"
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✚✚ ATHENS An up-and-coming international film festival, the AmiCorti International Film Festival, held every
summer in Peveragno, a beautiful medieval historic city in the north of Italy, bears the "stamp" of
two Greek artists from Xanthi, in the part of the design of awards and music investment.

Also, two more distinguished Greeks, the associate professor of Philosophy of EKPA Vangelis
Protopapadakis and the archaeologist - communicologist Dr. Vicky Bafataki, Participate in this year's
festival as academic members of the jury, giving the Greek stigma to an event that is expected to host
some of the most famous Hollywood names, such as the director of the two Oscars Paul Haggis, who is
the president of the jury committee.

In fact, it is worth noting that the artistic director of the Italian festival Ntrita Chiara Rossi also has Greek
roots and speaks Greek fluently.

Cooperation between Italian north and northern Greece

The graphic designer and 3D animator George Krallis undertook to design the prizes of the competition
and the entire corporate identity of the festival. One of the most popular spring fruits and a trademark
of the region, the strawberry, which is the most valuable agricultural product in the mountainous
lands of the municipality of Peveragno (Peveragno), was the inspiration and motivation for the
Xanthi creator.

"The truth is", explains Giorgos Krallis, "that the area is famous for this particular fruit, which is even
available in both Italian and foreign markets. So this year's award is special, inspired by this favorite and
very recognizable fruit, a strawberry wrapped in a movie. I have to admit that the choice of the
organizers in my person was very honorable and surprised me. I owe the communication with them to
Vicky Bafataki from Thrace, this very active, bright and versatile person. All the work was done through
the internet and I am sincerely happy because it turned out that when there is will and appetite
then the result justifies us ".

Xanthiotis creators emphasize the importance of this collaboration, which proved that the people of the
region can create excellent works. "A small town in northern Italy hosting a promising international short
film festival and a creator from a small town in northern Greece who is inspired to offer them the festival
awards," he said, thanking everyone who trusted him with the project. .

Another talented creator, also from Xanthi, the composer Dimos Stathoulis was chosen by the
organizers to write the original music that will accompany the promo video, before the screening of
each film in the competition part of the festival.

The Municipality of Stathoulis expresses the joy and satisfaction for the fact that he was given the
opportunity to present his work but also for the trust they showed him. He points out that his goal was to
create an orchestral piece that will highlight the glamor of the event and at the same time will be a
trademark.

Last year, 127 films from around the world were submitted to the competition. This year, a total of
seven feature films and 155 short films from around the world have been submitted so far. The
submission date for the films expired on February 28. The festival takes place in the second fortnight of
June and until then, especially for this year, its organizers aspire to be able to organize it even under
these difficult health conditions.

"Alpi del Mare" (the Alps of the sea)

Vicky Bafataki, underlines the "extremely interesting" collaboration that was developed and the
possibility that is given, through such cultural events, to present the work of talented young
creators who live and work in the Greek region and not only in large urban centers.

As an academic member of the jury of the AmiCorti International Film Festival, he points out the need for
such remarkable initiatives to be promoted by local communities, such as the organization of an
international film festival.

In the case of the municipality of Peveragno, this initiative, as he points out, "highlights the rich history
of the city and at the same time motivates young people to get involved in cinema." In an admittedly
geographically remote area, at the foot of the Alps, with rich natural beauty and a variety of comparative
advantages. It is no coincidence that the area is called "Alpi del Mare" (the Sea Alps) ".
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